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Restaurant Pars 

"Exotic Persian Restaurant"

As you climb down the cellar steps to Pars Persian Restaurant, you enter

another world altogether, that of a 1001 Arabian Nights. Beautifully

decorated with Persian rugs and textiles, traditional musical instruments,

colorful blue and white tiled walls and tables, lanterns and bright sofas, it

certainly doesn't feel like you're in Munich any longer. Try their traditional

Kaschke Bademdjan, Barg Navabi and their delectable Nomads Platter.

With generous portions, this food was meant to be shared.

 Dachauerstrasse 19, München
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Dehbaschi 

"Delightful Persian Cuisine"

Dehbaschi is renowned for their delicious Persian fare. This romantic

restaurant has an old world charm to it and is warm and inviting. The wait

time is a bit more but it is worthwhile when you have the sublime food.

The menu changes on a regular basis, but everything is nonetheless very

delish. You will normally see tourists and couples here enjoying the

delightful fare and romantic atmosphere. They do serve wine and beer

along with your meal. And for entertainment, you have the classic belly

dancing show after dinner.

 +49 89 5502 9630  Dachauer Straße 36, München
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Shandiz 

"Middle-Eastern Aromas and Flavors"

Nora and Amin Salehi bring an authentic Persian dining experience to the

Maxvorstadt tenement of Munich with Shandiz. Being a family-run joint,

Shandiz delivers on all fronts - from traditionally prepared dishes, ethnic

decor, fine attention to details to professional yet friendly service. The

staff will readily recommend but if you're new to Persian cuisine then you

must try the Mira Ghassemi, Kadu, Kabab Kubideh or Khoreschte Bamieh.

Pair the food with Bavarian beer round it off with a helping of something

sweet; a pleasurable dining experience is guaranteed.

 +49 89 5994 7986  www.shandiz.de/  info@shandiz.de  Dachauer Straße 50,

München

Blue Nile 

"Where Africans Go to Eat"

Although Blue Nile lacks romantic ambiance, this simple restaurant is an

excellent introduction to Ethiopian cuisine. The dishes are prepared

according to traditional recipes without making any concessions to the

European palate. It will take a moment to adjust before you get used to

the dining experience, since you will have to learn to eat with your fingers!

The pleasant staff will help you out if you are struggling. After a couple of
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glasses of honey wine, all your inhibitions will disappear. The fact that

many Africans eat here speaks volumes about the quality of the food.

 +49 89 34 2389  Viktor-Scheffel-Straße 22, München
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Cedar Lounge 

"Great Lebanese Food"

Cedar Lounge serves authentic Lebanese food such as yummy

shawarmas, refreshing tabbouleh and many more delicacies. This chic

restaurant has become quite popular amongst the locals and tourists

alike. So if you are craving for some great Lebanese food, you know Cedar

Lounge will be the best option for you.

 +49 89 9298 9999  info@cedar-lounge.com  Rosenkavalierplatz 12, München
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